I, Jonathan Goodwin, attest that the results of the Fall 2005 Student Association Senatorial Elections are accurate, and I therefore officially certify this election.

Jonathan Goodwin  
Director of Policy and Elections  
The University of Tulsa Student Association

We, the undersigned witnesses, attest that the results for the Fall 2005 Student Association Senatorial Elections are accurate, and we therefore officially certify this election.

Byron Sanders  
President  
The University of Tulsa Student Association

Julie Curry  
Vice President  
The University of Tulsa Student Association

Samuel Steffy  
Executive Director of Information Services  
The University of Tulsa Student Association

Lauren Williams  
Assistant Director of Elections  
The University of Tulsa Student Association
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Official Certified Election Results

*Winners Denoted in Bold*

The University of Tulsa Residential Seats

**Twin Towers**

- **Jeneva LiRosi**, 33
- **Micah Kordsmeier**, 23
- **Emily Gibson**, 16
- **Adam Neuman**, 13

**Twin South**

- **Alex Burch**, 27
- Kimberly Bonta, 6
- Chris Dolence, 2

**John Mabee Hall**

- **Greg Eschelbach**, 12, *write-in*
- **Ryan Duncan**, 9, *write-in*
- Jimmee Smith, 6, *write-in*

**Lottie Jane Mabee Hall**

- **Rebecca Higgins**, 31
- **Andrea Grabow**, 29
- Elizabeth Holly, 7
- Kara Shull, withdrawn

**LaFortune Hall / Honors House / Global Community**

- **Trey Ballew**, 11

**Fraternity Row**

- **Jonathan Krummel**, 8

**Sorority Row**

- **Annette Lopez**, 23
- Megan DiGregorio, 10
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The University of Tulsa Apartments

Jocelyn Bonneau, unopposed
Brigid DeCoursey, unopposed

The University of Tulsa Commuters

Emily Price, 40
Brittani Nichols, 15
Jack Lee, 15
John Thao, 11

Winners Denoted in Bold

The University of Tulsa Colleges

The College of Business Administration

Daniel Jeffries, unopposed

The College of Engineering and Natural Sciences

Gauri Nautiyal, unopposed

The Kendall School of Arts and Sciences

Kody Looper, unopposed

The University of Tulsa Graduate School

Erik Chillingworth, unopposed

The University of Tulsa School of Law

No Candidates Filed For This Seat